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Abstract: 25 

Even though screw induced pretension impacts the holding strength of bone screws, 26 

its implementation into the numerical simulation of the pullout phenomenon remains 27 

a problem with no apparent solution. The present study aims at developing a new 28 

methodology to simulate screw induced pretension for the cases of: a) cylindrical 29 

screws inserted with under-tapping and b) conical screws. For this purpose pullout 30 

was studied experimentally using synthetic bone and then simulated numerically. 31 

Synthetic bone failure was simulated using a bilinear cohesive zone material model. 32 

Pretension generation was simulated by allowing the screw to expand inside a hole 33 

with smaller dimensions or different shape than the screw itself. The finite element 34 

models developed here were validated against experimental results and then utilized 35 

to investigate the impact of under-tapping and conical angle. The results indicated that 36 

pretension can indeed increase a screw's pullout force but only up to a certain degree. 37 

Under-tapping increased cylindrical screws' pullout force up to 12%, 15% and 17% 38 

for synthetic bones of density equal to 0.08 g/cc, 0.16 g/cc and 0.28 g/cc respectively. 39 

Inserting a conical screw into a cylindrical hole increased pullout force up to 11%. In 40 

any case an optimum level of screw induced pretension exists.       41 

  42 

 43 

 44 

Keywords: Pullout, holding strength, pedicle screw, cohesive material model, 45 

synthetic bone, finite element analysis, damage simulation 46 

 47 

 48 

 49 
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1. Introduction 50 

Despite the extensive use of pedicle screws and the significant advances in the field of 51 

spinal stabilization the possibility of screw loosening and pullout remains and is even 52 

higher  in the case of osteoporotic patients [1-3].  53 

 54 

There are strong indications in the literature that the pretension developed in the 55 

vicinity of bone screws during their insertion can significantly influence their pullout 56 

strength. Experimental studies performed on synthetic [4] or cadaveric [5, 6] bone 57 

specimens showed that the holding strength of a cylindrical screw can be improved by 58 

under-tapping; namely by inserting the screw into a cylindrical threaded hole which is 59 

smaller than the screw itself. Screw insertion with under-tapping causes the core 60 

diameter of the threaded hole to expand and the screw hosting material in the vicinity 61 

of the screw to compact. In this case the screw's hosting material is compacted 62 

uniformly along the length of the screw. 63 

 64 

In a previous experimental investigation [4] performed by authors of the present 65 

study, it was found that using a tap that is one size smaller than the screw, can 66 

increase the pullout force by 9%. Further reduction of the threaded hole dimensions 67 

did not result in any statistically significant change of the pullout force.  68 

 69 

A combined experimental and numerical analysis of the pullout behaviour of 70 

cylindrical self tapping screws was performed by Wu et al. [7]. The authors of this 71 

study designed an axisymmetric finite element (FE) model of a screw that is inserted 72 

into a threaded hole with dimensions and shape identical to the screw itself. The 73 

pretension generated during screw insertion was simulated by introducing a 74 
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temperature change. Even though their model appears to be capable of generating an 75 

initial pretension inside the screw's hosting material, the way this capability was 76 

utilized is not clear. Numerical results are presented only for cases where the radius of 77 

the pilot hole is equal to the screw's core radius.     78 

 79 

Moreover, screws with conical core were found to have higher pullout strengths than 80 

cylindrical screws with similar thread shape and size [8-13]. Screws with conical core 81 

are inserted into cylindrical holes with diameters smaller than the maximum core 82 

diameter of the screw. In this case, screw insertion results in a non-uniform 83 

compaction of the screw's hosting material. Indeed the screw's hosting material that is 84 

closer to the screw's entry site is compacted more than that closer to the screw's tip. 85 

 86 

In a previous attempt to simulate the effect of bone compaction in the vicinity of a 87 

conical screw that is inserted into a cylindrical hole, the elastic modulus of the screw's 88 

hosting material was modified based on an estimate of its volume reduction [8, 9]. 89 

The main disadvantage of this approach is that the effect of bone compaction is 90 

predefined. 91 

 92 

Another interesting approach to the numerical simulation of the pretension that is 93 

developed in the vicinity of an implant was presented by Janssen et al. [14] for the 94 

case of press-fit acetabular implants. The authors of this study simulated the insertion 95 

of the implant as a separate load step. 96 

 97 

Considering all the above, the present study aims at developing a reliable and accurate 98 

technique to integrate the screw induced pretension to the numerical simulation of the 99 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/7721746_Increase_of_pullout_strength_of_spinal_pedicle_screws_with_conical_core_Biomechanical_tests_and_finite_element_analyses?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8306c33b0c1ec6eba0da81d331428944-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1OTUyMTc0MjtBUzoxNjgxMzQ3MTE0NTU3NTZAMTQxNzA5Nzg0ODAyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/5460328_Increasing_Bending_Strength_and_Pullout_Strength_in_Conical_Pedicle_Screws_Biomechanical_Tests_and_Finite_Element_Analyses?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8306c33b0c1ec6eba0da81d331428944-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1OTUyMTc0MjtBUzoxNjgxMzQ3MTE0NTU3NTZAMTQxNzA5Nzg0ODAyMA==
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pullout phenomenon. The accuracy of the numerical analyses performed here was 100 

assessed by comparing numerical and experimental results for four different screw 101 

insertion scenarios.  102 

  103 

One of the key features for the numerical assessment of a screw's pullout strength is 104 

the simulation of the screw's hosting material failure [7, 15-17]. For the purpose of the 105 

present study the failure of the screw's hosting material was simulated using a bilinear 106 

cohesive zone material model [15, 18]. The validity of this technique for the 107 

simulation of screw pullout has been previously established for cylindrical screws that 108 

are inserted into blocks of synthetic bone without any pretension [15]. Its accuracy 109 

has also been validated for different densities of synthetic bone [19].  110 

 111 

 112 

2. Materials and methods 113 

 114 

2.1 Experimental study 115 

Pullout tests were performed with the use of solid rigid polyurethane foam (SRPF) 116 

blocks with density equal to 0.16 g/cc
 
and

 
material properties similar to osteoporotic 117 

cancellous bone (10 pcf SRPF, Sawbones, Worldwide, Pacific Research Laboratories 118 

Inc.) and two commercially available pedicle screws, namely Romeo
®
 polyaxial 119 

screws for lumbar fixation (Spineart, International Center Cointrin, Genève, Suisse). 120 

The two screws used for the completion of the pullout tests are shown in figure 1. As 121 

it can be seen, their thread can be divided into two parts of similar lengths: a 122 

cylindrical one  and a conical one (Lcon = Lcyl ≈ 20 mm). The main geometrical 123 

features of the aforementioned screws are shown in figure 1 while their values are 124 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/49401279_Finite_element_interface_models_for_the_delamination_analysis_of_laminated_composites_Mechanical_and_computational_issues?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8306c33b0c1ec6eba0da81d331428944-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI1OTUyMTc0MjtBUzoxNjgxMzQ3MTE0NTU3NTZAMTQxNzA5Nzg0ODAyMA==
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presented in table 1. As one can see the two screws have the same pitch (P), the same 125 

outer and core radius at their tips (ORmin, CRmin respectively) and throughout their 126 

length they have the same thread depth (D = OR - CR) and thread inclination angles 127 

(a1/a2). On the contrary the two screws have significantly different conical angles 128 

(acon) and as a result of that they also have different outer and core radius at the 129 

transition point from the conical to the cylindrical part of the screw (ORmax, CRmax 130 

respectively). From this point on the pedicle screw with acon = 2.5° and 7.0° will be 131 

referred to as Romeo 2.5 and Romeo 7.0, respectively.  132 

 133 

The conical part of the aforementioned screws were inserted into the SRPF blocks 134 

through cylindrical holes that were previously prepared using a pillar drill. The 135 

insertion depth of the screws was equal to 20 mm. The radius of the cylindrical holes 136 

was equal to the minimum core radius of the screws, that is equal to 1.3 mm.  137 

 138 

The pullout tests were performed following pertinent international experimental 139 

standard (ASTM-F543–02) [20] according to which, the SRPF blocks were fixed to 140 

the base of the loading frame (MTS Insight 10kN, MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, 141 

MN) with the aid of a metallic frame while the screw was suspended from the load 142 

cell (MTS 10kN Load Transducer) using a custom-made device (Figure 2). The screw 143 

was pulled out of the SRPF block with a constant rate equal to 0.01 mm/s while the 144 

respective force was measured with a sampling rate of 10 Hz.  145 

 146 

Ten tests were performed in total (five tests for each screw) to calculate the mean 147 

value and the standard deviation of the pullout force, pullout displacement and the 148 

corresponding stiffness for each screw. The results for the two screws were compared 149 
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to each other and their statistical significance was evaluated following one way 150 

analysis of variance (ANOVA). The level of statistical significance was considered to 151 

be equal to 0.05. 152 

 153 

2.2 FE modelling and validation  154 

For the purposes of the present study two different FE models were designed using 155 

ANSYS12 software: one FE model for the simulation of under-tapping and 156 

cylindrical screw pullout and another one for conical screw pullout. The design of 157 

both models was based on the same concept and assumptions.  158 

 159 

The pullout phenomenon was simulated with 2D axisymmetric FE models of a bone 160 

screw and of its hosting material. The hosting material of the screw was simulated as 161 

a homogenous, isotropic, linearly elastic - perfectly plastic material. Its Young's 162 

modulus, yield stress and Poisson's ratio were defined according to the values 163 

provided by the manufacturer [21] for the SRPF's compressive modulus, compressive 164 

strength and Poisson's ratio respectively (table 2). A preliminary numerical analysis 165 

revealed that using the values of the tensile modulus and strength instead of the 166 

compressive ones does not affect the value of the screw's pullout force.   167 

 168 

The experimentally observed failure of the synthetic bone was simulated using a 169 

technique previously developed for cylindrical screws that are pulled out of SRPF 170 

blocks [15]. According to this technique, the FEs which lay in the vicinity of the 171 

screw are connected to each other using bonded contact elements (Conta171, 172 

Targe169) to form a number of successive areas where failure can occur. The areas of 173 

possible failure were cylinders in the case of  cylindrical screws (Figure 3)  and cones 174 
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in the case of conical screws. Neighbouring elements at opposite sides of the 175 

aforementioned surfaces can break apart from one another, should the tangential stress 176 

between them exceeds the shear strength of the SRPF.  177 

 178 

A bilinear cohesive zone material model was implemented to control mode-II 179 

debonding of neighbouring FEs [18]. According to this model, the tangential stress on 180 

the interface between a contact pair rises linearly to a critical value (i.e. the shear 181 

strength of the SRPF). Beyond this point, any further increase of the relative sliding 182 

causes a non-reversible decrease of the tangential stress leading to the complete 183 

debonding of the contact pair. From this point on the interface conditions between the 184 

initially bonded pair of elements change to simple contact with friction.   185 

 186 

As far as the macroscopic behaviour of the model is concerned, debonding of 187 

neighbouring elements reduces the total force that resists pullout and causes a clear 188 

drop of the force in the force/displacement graph. Indeed the force in the numerically 189 

calculated force/displacement graph reaches a maximum value and then drops with 190 

increasing displacement. The maximum value of the force is stored as the screw's 191 

pullout force. Even though the simulation continues beyond the point where the value 192 

of the force starts dropping the solution process becomes slower and finally it stops 193 

due to non-convergence. In any case the ultimate force, namely the force calculated 194 

for the last sub-step of the solution where convergence was achieved, is always lower 195 

than the pullout force.   196 

  197 

Taking under consideration the magnitude difference between the Young 's modulus 198 

of the screw and of its hosting material, the screw was considered to be rigid [19]. 199 
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Moreover the FE model of the bone screw was designed in a way that enabled the 200 

modification of its dimensions and shape. The initial geometry of the screw's FE 201 

model was modified to fit inside a cylindrical threaded hole, with dimensions similar 202 

to the holes drilled for the pullout testing. In the case of cylindrical screws inserted 203 

with under-tapping, the initial core diameter of the screw was modified and set equal 204 

to the core diameter of the threaded hole (Figure 4). In the case of conical screws the 205 

initial value of the big core diameter of the screw (which is the core diameter of the 206 

cylindrical part of the screw) was set equal to the threaded hole's core diameter 207 

(Figure 4). 208 

 209 

The simulation was performed in two steps to incorporate the effect of pretension 210 

development into the simulation of the pullout phenomenon. During the first step the 211 

radii of the FE model of the screw were extended to reach their actual values, while 212 

during the second simulation step the screw was pulled out from its hosting material 213 

(Figure 4). More specifically during the second load step a displacement was imposed 214 

to the screw in the pullout direction with the help of a pilot-node. The value of the 215 

imposed displacement was 0.5 × screw's insertion depth. This relatively high 216 

displacement value was used to ensure the failure of the screw's hosting material. 217 

Indeed the exact value of the imposed displacement has no effect on the calculation of 218 

the pullout force. The solution process stops when it reaches a point of non-219 

convergence.   220 

   221 

The accuracy of the numerical analysis was assessed by comparing the numerical 222 

results with corresponding experimental ones. For that purpose the FE model of the 223 
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pullout phenomenon was modified to closely match the geometry, size and insertion 224 

depth of the screws that were used for the experiments.  225 

 226 

In the case of cylindrical screws and under-tapping the accuracy of the numerical 227 

analysis for was assessed by comparing the numerical results with corresponding 228 

experimental ones from a previous investigation performed by authors of this study 229 

[4]. Experimental data for two different conditions of under-tapping were used. In the 230 

context of that study a cylindrical pedicle screw with core and outer radius equal to 231 

2.75 mm and 3.75 mm respectively (CD Horizon Legacy MAS(Ti) 7.5×50 mm, 232 

Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Memphis,TN), was pulled out from blocks of synthetic 233 

bone with material properties similar to osteoporotic bone (10 pcf SRPF, Sawbones, 234 

Worldwide, Pacific Research Laboratories Inc.). Screw insertion was performed with 235 

under-tapping. Two different under-tapping ratios were tested, namely the ratio of the 236 

screw's core radius divided by the respective radius of the threaded hole (CR
Screw

 237 

/CR
TH

). More specifically the screw was inserted into threaded holes that were 238 

smaller than the screw itself by 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm (under-tapping ratios equal to 1.2 239 

and 1.6 respectively). The case where the threaded hole had identical size and shape 240 

to the screw was also tested (under-tapping ratio 1.0). 241 

 242 

In the case of conical screws, the accuracy of the FE analysis was assessed based on 243 

the pullout tests performed in the context of this study for the Romeo 2.5 and Romeo 244 

7.0 screws. The experimental force vs. displacement curves and the experimental 245 

pullout forces were compared with the respective numerical ones. 246 

   247 

 248 
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2.3 Parametric analyses 249 

 250 

After its validation the FE model of cylindrical screw's pullout was utilized to 251 

investigate the impact of under-tapping on pullout strength. A cylindrical screw with 252 

core and outer radius equal to 2.75 mm and 3.75 mm was simulated inside a 253 

cylindrical threaded hole of similar size and shape and its pullout force was calculated 254 

for different under-tapping ratios (i.e. CR
Screw

 /CR
TH

). Starting from an under-tapping 255 

ratio of 1 (no under-tapping) the threaded hole's core radius was decreased with 256 

increments of 0.1 mm. The parametric investigation was terminated when the results 257 

indicated that any further increase of the under-tapping ratio will have no effect to the 258 

value of the pullout force. This procedure was repeated for three different SRPF 259 

densities: 0.08 g/cc, 0.16 g/cc
 
and 0.24 g/cc. The material properties of these SRPFs 260 

were defined according to literature [21] and their values are shown in table 2. 261 

 262 

The FE model of conical screw's pullout was utilized to investigate the impact of 263 

conical angle and pretension to pullout strength. The minimum core and minimum 264 

outer radius of the screw were kept constant while the respective maximum radii were 265 

modified to produce conical threads with different conical angles. Eight different 266 

values of the screw's conical angle ranging from 0
◦
 to 7

◦ 
were simulated. Two different 267 

simulations were performed for each one of these conical angles, to quantify the 268 

impact of pretension to a conical screw's holding strength. The pretension generated 269 

inside the synthetic bone during screw insertion was taken under consideration during 270 

the first simulation but excluded from the second one. During the first simulation, 271 

pretension generation was simulated by inserting the conical screw inside a 272 

cylindrical threaded hole, with core and outer radius similar to the minimum core and 273 
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outer radius of the screw. On the contrary during the second simulation the conical 274 

screws were simulated inside conical threaded holes with size and shape identical to 275 

the screw itself. This way no pretension was developed inside the screw's hosting 276 

material. The material properties of the screw's hosting material were those of a 277 

synthetic bone simulating osteoporotic cancellous bone (10 pcf SRPF, Sawbones, 278 

Worldwide, Pacific Research Laboratories Inc.). 279 

 280 

3. Results 281 

 282 

3.1 Experimental study 283 

All specimens exhibited similar mechanical behaviour and failed under shear. The 284 

failure appears on an almost conical surface which connects the edges of the threads 285 

of the screw. As it can be seen in figure 5, the failure surface in the case of the Romeo 286 

7.0 screw can be described as a cone with conical angle ≈ 7°, the same as the screw 287 

itself. The material between the surface of failure and the surface of the screw is 288 

extracted from the block together with the screw. Representative force vs. 289 

displacement curves of pullout test are shown in figure 6. The peak value of the force 290 

is the screw's pullout force, while the displacement corresponding to this force is the 291 

pullout displacement. The tangent of the angle between the linear part of the curve 292 

and the X axis corresponds to the stiffness of the screw - screw's hosting material 293 

complex. The results of the pullout test are shown in detail in table 3.  294 

 295 

One way ANOVA indicated that Romeo 7.0 screw has statistically significant (P < 296 

0.05) higher pullout force than the Romeo 2.5 screw, while there are no statistically 297 

significant differences in terms of pullout displacement and stiffness (P > 0.05).   298 
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 299 

3.2 FE modelling and validation 300 

Figures 6 and 7 depict a clear overview of the simulation process. In the case of 301 

cylindrical screws with under-tapping (Figure 6) the screw's radii expand during the 302 

first load step, generating a strong and relatively uniform stress field in the vicinity of 303 

the screw. During the second load step, the screw is pulled out of its hosting material 304 

until failure of the synthetic bone. Debonding is observed in the vicinity of the 305 

deepest thread (namely the most distant one from the free surface). Debonding of 306 

neighbouring elements generates a sudden stress relief in this region and a 307 

discontinuity of the stress field. The strong stress concentration at the edges of the 308 

SRPF's free surface are caused by the model's supports (figure 3).   309 

 310 

In the case of conical screw's pullout (Figure 7) the shape of the screw is gradually 311 

changed from cylindrical to conical to simulate the generation of pretension around 312 

the screw. In this case, the stress field developed in the vicinity of the screw is more 313 

severe near the free surface of the SRPF block as expected. During the second load 314 

step, the screw is pulled out from its hosting material. Most of the pullout load 315 

appears to be carried by the thread closest to the free surface.  316 

 317 

In terms of validation. In the case of under-tapping the experimental/ numerical 318 

pullout forces for under-tapping ratios equal to 1.0, 1.2 and 1.6 were 438 N ± 5 N/ 319 

440 N, 480 N ± 7 N/ 506 N and 481 N ± 9 N/ 505 N respectively. As it can be seen 320 

the difference between the numerical simulations and the experiments [4]  is less that 321 

5% for all three cases. Moreover the FE models were able to simulate the 322 

macroscopic response of the SRPF block - bone screw complex to loading. 323 
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Representative numerical and experimental results are shown in figure 6A for the case 324 

of under-tapping ratio equal to 1.2. As it can be seen the numerically calculated force 325 

vs. displacement curve appears to be in good agreement with the experimental one. 326 

 327 

The numerically calculated pullout forces for the Romeo 2.5 and Romeo 7.0 screws 328 

were equal to 326 N and 381 N respectively. Comparing these values with the 329 

respective experimental ones (table 3) gives a difference that is lower than 3%. 330 

Moreover, the FE models were able to simulate with satisfactory accuracy the overall 331 

response of the SRPF block - bone screw complex (Figure 6B).  332 

  333 

 334 

3.3  Parametric analyses 335 

 336 

The pullout force calculated for different densities of the synthetic bone and different 337 

under-tapping ratios can be seen in figure 9. In the case of the synthetic bone with 338 

density equal to 0.08 g/cc , pullout force increased significantly with under-tapping 339 

ratios ranging from 1 to 1.12. Indeed the pullout force calculated for under-tapping 340 

ratio equal to 1 was 126 N, while for under-tapping ratio equal to 1.12 the pullout 341 

force was 143 N, equivalent to 12% increase. Increasing the under-tapping ratio to 342 

values greater than 1.12, did not affect the value of the pullout force. The pullout 343 

force calculated for under-tapping ratio equal to 1.17 was again 143 N. 344 

 345 

In the case of SRPFs with density equal to 0.16 g/cc and 0.28 g/cc , pullout force 346 

increased significantly with under-tapping ratio for ratios up to 1.17 (Figure 9). The 347 

pullout force for these two synthetic bones was 440 N and 894 N for under-taping 348 
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ratio equal to 1, while for under-tapping ratio equal to 1.17 pullout force was 507 N 349 

and 1048 N respectively, equivalent to 15% and 17% increase respectively. Increasing 350 

the under-tapping ratio to 1.22 had no significant effect to the values of the pullout 351 

force (Figure 9). The pullout force calculated for synthetic bones of densities equal to 352 

0.16 g/cc and 0.28 g/cc and under-tapping ratio equal to 1.22 was 506 N and 1050 N 353 

respectively. 354 

 355 

The pullout force calculated for different values of the conical angle can be seen in 356 

figure 10A, for the cases where initial pretension is either included or excluded from 357 

the numerical simulation. As it can be noticed, pullout force increases linearly with 358 

conical angle when no pretension phenomena are included to the analysis. On the 359 

contrary when pretension is included to the numerical simulation the increase is non-360 

linear. The pullout forces calculated in this case are higher than the respective ones 361 

calculated without any pretension. Comparing the results for these two series of 362 

simulations indicates that pretension has a positive effect on screw pullout strength 363 

(Figure 10B). The maximum impact of pretension was calculated for a conical angle 364 

equal to 2°. In this case pretension improved the screw's pullout strength by 11.4%. 365 

The benefit of pretension on pullout strength becomes weaker for conical angles 366 

greater than 2°. Indeed for conical angle equal to 7° pretension causes only a 0.4% 367 

increase of the pullout force.   368 

 369 

 370 

 371 

 372 

 373 
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4. Discussion and conclusions 374 

 375 

It is well established in literature that the stress developed around a bone screw during 376 

insertion can significantly influence its stability [4-6, 8-13, 22]. More specifically, it is 377 

indicated that the fixation strength of a bone screw can be improved by under-tapping 378 

[4-6] or the use of screws with conical core [8-13]. In the case of under-tapping a 379 

cylindrical screw is inserted into a previously opened threaded hole which is smaller 380 

than the screw itself. In this case the core of the screw compresses and compacts the 381 

bone which lies in its vicinity in the radial direction. The core diameter of the 382 

threaded hole is expanded until it becomes equal to the diameter of the screw core. 383 

The strong contact pressure that is generated on the interface between the cores of the 384 

screw and the threaded hole, also generate frictional forces which resist screw's 385 

rotation. If the screw is a self-tapping one then its threads will cut their way through 386 

the hosting material of the screw. In this case the pressure field developed on the 387 

surface of the threads would be relatively weak. 388 

 389 

On the other hand, screws with conical core are inserted into bone using previously 390 

opened cylindrical holes. In this case screw insertion causes the core of the hole to 391 

change size and shape. The shape of the hole changes from cylindrical to conical 392 

causing the screw's hosting material near the screw's insertion site to be compressed 393 

more than the material near the screw's tip. 394 

 395 

Despite its significance, the pretension that is developed during screw insertion has 396 

not yet been fully incorporated into FE simulations of screw pullout. Hsu, Chao et al. 397 

[8, 9] were the first who tried to simulate the impact of inserting a conical screw into a 398 
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cylindrical hole to the screws pullout strength. Their simulation was based on the idea 399 

that the material properties of a screw's hosting material are altered in the vicinity of 400 

the screw as a result of material compaction. The main limitations of this approach is 401 

the fact that the effect of bone compaction is predefined and that the actual pullout 402 

force is not calculated.  403 

 404 

Indeed, assuming that the elastic modulus of the screw's hosting material is a function 405 

of volume reduction means that screw fixation strength will continuously increase 406 

with compaction. On the other hand there is strong evidence in the literature that 407 

fixation strength increases with compaction only up to a certain level [4, 23, 24].  408 

 409 

The impact of the relative dimensions of screw and hole to the screw's pullout 410 

strength was investigated experimentally by authors of the present study [4]. A 411 

cylindrical pedicle screw was inserted into blocks of synthetic bone using threaded 412 

and cylindrical holes of different sizes and the pullout force was measured. The 413 

results indicated that there is an optimum ratio of the threaded or cylindrical hole's 414 

radius over the respective screw's radius. 415 

 416 

The FE model of Hsu, Chao et al.  [8, 9] was capable of calculating the reaction force 417 

for a small value of imposed displacement. The value of the reaction force for a 418 

constant value of pullout displacement is directly correlated to the stiffness of the 419 

screw - hosting material complex rather to the screw's pullout force. According to 420 

literature [11, 25-30] and also according to the respective international experimental 421 

standard [20] the most appropriate way to quantify the fixation strength of a bone 422 

screw is to measure its pullout force. 423 
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 424 

In this context the present study's aim was to establish a new method for simulating 425 

the pretension that is developed inside the hosting material of a screw during screw 426 

insertion and to incorporate it in the numerical simulation of the pullout phenomenon. 427 

The screw was simulated inside a cylindrical threaded hole with dimensions similar to 428 

the holes drilled for pullout testing. The initial dimensions of the screw's FE model 429 

were modified to match the dimensions of the cylindrical threaded hole. The 430 

simulation was performed in two steps: 1) Pretension generation, 2) pullout. Preten-431 

sion generation was simulated by extending the screw's radii to reach their actual 432 

values. After the completion of this load step a displacement at the pullout direction 433 

was imposed to the screw until the failure of its hosting material.  434 

 435 

The experimentally observed failure of the synthetic bone  was simulated by 436 

implementing a bilinear cohesive material model [18]. This methodology has been 437 

proven to give reliable estimations of the pullout force of cylindrical screws that are 438 

inserted into blocks of synthetic bone through cylindrical threaded holes of identical 439 

size and shape to the screw itself [15]. The main limitation of this approach for the 440 

simulation of synthetic bone's failure is that the geometrical domain where failure can 441 

occur has to be known in advance [16]. 442 

 443 

For cylindrical screws that are inserted with under-tapping into blocks of synthetic 444 

bone it has been proven previously that failure occurs on a cylindrical surface that 445 

includes the screw [4, 15]. Moreover for the case of conical screws it was proven here 446 

that failure occurs on a conical surface which includes the screw. These experimental 447 

observations indicate that in both cases the screw's hosting material fails under shear 448 
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and that both are eligible for using a cohesive material model to simulate synthetic 449 

bone failure. 450 

 451 

The accuracy of this FE model was validated by comparing the numerically calculated 452 

force vs. displacement curves and also the values of the pullout force with 453 

experimental ones for two different cases of under-tapping ratios and for two different 454 

conical screws. This comparison indicated that the proposed methodology for 455 

introducing pretension in the simulation of conical screw pullout enables the accurate 456 

assessment of its pullout strength. 457 

 458 

After validation two different parametric analyses were performed. The results of the 459 

first parametric study demonstrated that under tapping can significantly increase the 460 

pullout force of bone screws. Indeed the impact of under tapping is more pronounced 461 

in the case of denser and "stronger" synthetic bones. More specifically under tapping 462 

was able to increase pullout force up to 12%, 15% and 17% in the cases of synthetic 463 

bones with density equal to 0.08 g/cc, 0.16 g/cc and 0.28 g/cc respectively. Moreover 464 

an optimum value of the under tapping ratio exists which appears to be influenced by 465 

the mechanical properties of the screw's hosting material. Increasing the under 466 

tapping ratio beyond this value has no significant effect on the screw's pullout force. 467 

 468 

In the context of the second parametric analysis the minimum core and outer radii of a 469 

conical screw were kept constant while the maximum ones were modified to produce 470 

different conical angles. According to literature the outer radius of a screw is one of 471 

the most important parameters for its fixation strength. Indeed a screw's pullout force 472 

increases linearly with its outer radius [15, 31-33]. For the purpose of this study the 473 
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impact of pretension was quantified separately from that of the maximum outer 474 

radius.  475 

 476 

The results of this parametric analysis indicated that using a bone screw with a conical 477 

core generates a pretension inside the screw's hosting material which can improve the 478 

screw's fixation strength. The impact of the pretension to the screw’s fixation strength 479 

appears to be stronger for relatively small conical angles. Indeed for a conical angle 480 

equal to 2°, 11.4% of the screw’s pullout force is attributed to the pretension 481 

generated during screw insertion. On the other hand in the case of a screw with 482 

conical angle equal to 7° only a 0.4% of its pullout force is a result of pretension. 483 

 484 

Based on the above it could be deduced that in the case of conical screws with big 485 

conical angles the best way to improve their short-term fixation strength would be to 486 

insert them into conical holes instead of cylindrical ones. The conical angles of these 487 

holes should be a couple of degrees smaller than the screw’s itself. A possible way to 488 

open a conical hole that is smaller than the screw could be to use another screw of 489 

similar shape but smaller in size. In a previous experimental investigation performed 490 

by authors of the present study it was concluded that using a self-tapping screw to 491 

prepare a threaded hole can be as efficient as if a tap was used [4].  492 

 493 

The main limitation of the present study stems from the fact that synthetic bone 494 

cannot simulate all aspects of the mechanical behaviour of cancelous bone. 495 

Nevertheless synthetic bone can be used to perform comparative analyses and draw 496 

useful and clinically relevant conclusions [34]. One of the important aspects of bone 497 

tissue that cannot be simulated using synthetic bone is the tissues adaptive response to 498 
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loading. For this reason the results of this study in terms of fixation strength 499 

correspond to the first post-operative weeks. 500 

 501 

At this point is should be stressed out that the accuracy of the novel technique 502 

proposed here for the simulation of pretension has been validated only for the case of 503 

a synthetic bone with density equal to 0.16 g/cc. As a result of that interpreting the 504 

numerical results for surrogate bones of different densities should be done with 505 

caution. Indeed the FE analyses can predict the maximum possible pretension-induced 506 

improvement of a screw's pullout strength. The main prerequisite for this prediction to 507 

be accurate is that the screw's hosting material fails during pullout under shear and not 508 

during screw insertion. Unfortunately under-tapping also carries the risk of a 509 

catastrophic failure during screw insertion [35]. Moreover it is possible that in the 510 

case of SRPFs that are denser than 0.16 g/cc an 'under-tapping limit' exists beyond 511 

which the integrity of the screw's hosting material is jeopardised during screw 512 

insertion. The simulation of this type of failure was beyond the scope of the present 513 

study. 514 

 515 

According to literature under-tapping can lead to pedicle wall breach [35]. 516 

Investigating numerically the possibility of pedicle wall breach requires an accurate 517 

simulation of the three-dimensional (3D) geometry of the vertebra and of the screw. 518 

Investigating the impact of vertebral 3D geometry was beyond the scope of the 519 

present study and therefore the geometry of the screw and of its hosting material was 520 

simplified. 521 

 522 
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On the other hand the main contribution of the present study is the implementation of 523 

a novel method for incorporating the impact of different screw insertion techniques 524 

and pretension to the FE simulation of the pullout phenomenon.     525 

 526 

 527 

 528 

 529 

 530 

 531 

 532 

 533 

 534 

 535 

 536 

 537 

 538 

 539 

 540 

 541 

 542 

 543 

 544 

 545 

 546 

 547 
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Tables: 645 

 646 

Table 1: The geometrical quantities that describe the geometry of the threads of 647 

Romeo 2.5 and Romeo 7.0 screw.  648 

Screw 
P D ORmin CRmin acon ORmax CRmax a1/ a2 

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (deg) (mm) (mm) (deg) 

Romeo 2.5 

2.8 0.8 2.1 1.3 

2.5 2.9 2.1 

5/20 

Romeo 7.0 7.0 3.7 4.5 

 649 

 650 

Table 2: The material properties of three different SRPFs used for the parametric 651 

study of under-tapping impact on screw pullout (Sawbones, Worldwide, Pacific 652 

Research Laboratories Inc.) [21]. 653 

Density 
Compressive 

Strength 

Compressive 

Modulus 

Shear 

Strength 

Poisson's 

ratio 

(g/cc) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)  

0.08 0.6 16 0.59 

0.3 0.16 2.2 58 1.6 

0.24 4.9 123 2.8 

 654 

Table 3: The pullout force, pullout displacement and stiffness measured for the 655 

Romeo 7.0 and the Romeo 2.5 screw. The respective numerical values are given in 656 

brackets for comparison. 657 

 Romeo 7.0 Romeo 2.5 

 
Force 

(N) 

Displacement 

(mm) 

Stiffness 

(N/mm) 

Force 

(N) 

 Displacement 

 (mm) 

Stiffness 

(N/mm) 

a 385 0.83 543 315  0.82 433 

b 393 0.86 558 324  0.67 580 

c 379 0.85 558 317  0.70 536 

d 391 0.88 538 321  0.86 443 

e 376 0.89 507 312  0.75 476 

Mean 385(381) 0.86(0.80) 541(582) 318(326)  0.76(0.76) 494(517) 

STDEV 7 0.02 21 5  0.08 63 

 658 
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Figure captions: 659 

 660 

Fig. 1: The pedicle screws used for the realization of the pullout tests (up) and the 661 

basic geometrical features of the conical pedicle screws used (down).   662 

 663 

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the experimental set-up.   664 

 665 

Fig. 3: The FE model of a cylindrical screw’s hosting material for the case where 666 

screw insertion is performed with under-tapping. 667 

 668 

Fig. 4: The two load steps realized in the case of under-tapping (up) or conical screws 669 

(down) to assess the impact of pretension to pullout strength: Pretension development 670 

(left)  and pullout (right). 671 

 672 

Fig. 5: A central section of an SRPF block after the completion of a pullout test. The 673 

test was performed using the Romeo 7.0 screw. The section was pressed against a 674 

carbon paper to make the conical hole caused by screw pullout easily distinguishable.    675 

 676 

Fig. 6: The experimentally measured and the numerically estimated force vs. 677 

displacement curves for cylindrical screw with under-tapping ratio equal to 1.2 (A) 678 

and for the conical screws Romeo 2.5 and Romeo 7.0 (B). For each case the 679 

experimental curves correspond to the tests which gave the maximum and minimum 680 

pullout force.  681 

 682 

 683 
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Fig. 7: The distribution of the Von Mises equivalent stress (Pa) during different stages 684 

of the simulation of pretension generation (left) and pullout (right) for a cylindrical 685 

screw that is inserted with under-tapping.  686 

 687 

Fig. 8: The distribution of the Von Mises equivalent stress (Pa) during different stages 688 

of the simulation of pretension generation (left) and pullout (right) for a conical screw 689 

that is inserted into a cylindrical threaded hole.  690 

 691 

Fig. 9: The numerically calculated pullout force vs. under-tapping ratio for three 692 

different densities of synthetic bone.  693 

 694 

Fig. 10: The pullout force calculated for different conical angles for the cases where 695 

initial pretension is included or not to the numerical simulation (A) and the % 696 

difference between these two cases (B).  697 
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Figure 1: 709 
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Figure 3: 740 
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Figure 4: 758 
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Figure 5: 771 
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Figure 6: 789 
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Figure 7: 796 
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Figure 8: 811 
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Figure 9: 827 
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Figure 10: 847 
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